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McElveen, Josephine
From:

j Ugmwheatley@hotmail.com]

Sent:

Friday, May 08, 2009 7:04 PM

To:

CHAIRMANOFFICE

Subject: uptick rule
Madam Chair,
I strongly urge the SEC to bring back the uptick rule for stock trading. It is obvious that the repeal of this tool was
in part cause and effect of the current financial crisis.
I can only believe that those that were responsible for the repeal of the uptick rule were, and are, being unjustly
rewarded financially at the expense of small account people like myself that have worked and saved into a 401 k
plan in hope odf seeing a nestegg waiting at retirement.
What i have gotten was an undeserved collapse of my 401 k and an incredible debt burden on my country.
There are many that do not give a rats behind about me or those like me and will fight you to not re-instate the
uptick rule. Your predecessor as well as the former Chairman of the F.D.I.C. are among those i blame for this
crisis. In fairness, i realize that it was a perfect storm of problems that caused our present dilemma, and i realize
Chris Dodd, Barney Frank, and many others have lots to answer for. Though i doubt they will ever have to be
accountable since they head Congressional investigations and can direct the ebb and flow of any hearing.
But please, use your good offices to re-instate the uptick rule. maybe it will help... at this point, what can it hurt.
thanks
Jude Wheatley
bardstown,ky
40004
5023489200

5/11/2009
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To : wheatley, jude wheatley <jgmwheatley@hotmail.com>
From: SEC Help <help@sec.gov>
ReplyTo: SEC Help <help@sec.gov>
Date: 05/11/2009 11 :37 AM
Subject: SEC Response - File H01329996

Dear Mr. wheatley,
Thank you for your comment on the uptick rule. On April 10, 2009, the Commission published for
comment a rule proposal on restricting short sales under certain circumstances. The proposal is available
on the Commission's website at http://www.sec.gov/rules/proposed/2009/34-59748.pdf.
Your comment has been placed in the public comment file for the rulemaking (File No. S7-08-09).
Please follow the instructions in the proposing release for submitting any additional comments.
Sincerely,
Office of Investor Education and Advocacy
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
(202)551-6318

From: j [mailto:jgmwheatley@hotmail.com]
Sent: Friday, May 08,20097:08 PM
To: TradingAndMarkets
Subject: uptick rule

please re-instate the uptick rule. Those that profited from its repeal could care less about me or my 401k,
but i have lost over half its value and this was one device that aided in the integrity of the market. I have
little confidence in the market as it is now but would consider adding to my portfolio in order to rebuild
my retirement ifthis tool was brought back.
thanks
jude wheatley
73 quarry lane
bardstown,ky
40004
5023489200

https://secprodO.sec.gov:4000/acts/do/FollowupContent?pane=display&id=353243

5/29/2009

